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Thailand's film-makers have won creative
respect and awards at many major international

film festivals over the last decade.
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At the same time, Thai films have been
expanding their international audience, finding

commercial success.

Four of the top Thai film studios will be at AFM
2017. Book a meeting to learn more about

licensing in your territory.

Breaking  News
'Bad Genius' sets new records.
After a record-breaking release in Thailand, 'Bad Genius' is now breaking new
records internationally.

It is already the number one grossing Thai film ever released in Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Malaysia and Vietnam.

Last weekend it set a new record, as the number one Thai film ever released in
China. It opened in second place at the box-office, earning $16.1m in its first

 



weekend.

With a 100% RottenTomatoes rating, and named Best Feature at the New York
Asian Film Festival, 'Bad Genius is now available for licensing worldwide.

GDH 559 have scored an
international hit with this tense high
school thriller. A group of students

find a talent for cheating that can be
used for profit. From the director of

cult hit 'Countdown'.

Two friends make a sacred and
deadly promise at the time of the
1997 financial crisis. But one of the
two fails to keep that promise, with
horrific consequences.  From the
director of hit films 'Ladda Land' and
'The Swimmers'.



 
Hollywood (Thailand) has established a reputation as one of the most innovative producers
and distributors of films in Thailand. 
 

'From Bangkok To Mandalay', was the first co-
production between Thailand and Myanmar. It
tells the story of a Thai girl whose grandmother
dies and leaves a set of strange instructions for
her that lead to Myanmar.

With a cast that matches well-known actors from
both Thailand and Myanmar, the film was a
massive hit in Myanmar, and the first film to
exceed $1m at the Myanmar theatrical box
office. 

It earned multiple nominations at The Thailand
National Film Association Awards, and won two
major Thai awards for it musical soundtrack.
 

 



Thai martial arts at its very finest.
From the writer of the international

hit 'Ong Bak', 'Ong Bak 2', and 'Born
to Fight', 'Monkey Twins' features

spectacular action scenes.

'Red Cargo' is the first co-production
between Thailand and South Africa.
It will bring incredible Thai action
choreography into a totally new
setting. Currently in development.

Viral Nightmares
 

 



P.L.H. Holding unveils a slate of high-concept horror films based on real-life terror and
freaky tales that went viral.

In the past, ghost stories were told around campfires. Now they're spread through social
media. Stories of real-life horror have gone viral, and sent shivers down the spines of those
who have read them. Now they have been brought to the screen.

PLH Holding has a long history of exciting and terrifying Thai audiences through their
production arms Klongchai, Logo Motion Pictures and Jiant Pictures. Established stars,
experienced directors, top quality VFX and high production values have helped PLH to
stand out in the market. With this new series, they are bringing their brand of slick, high-
concept horror to the world.

The first four films of the series are ready for delivery, with three more in production.

Make an appointment now to see trailers and to enquire about licensing in your territory.
 



 
Sahamongkol Film International is one of the oldest and most established production and
distirubtioni companies in Thailand, and has produced some of the most popular
international hits ever produced in Thailand, including the world hits 'Ong Bak', 'The
Protector' and 'Chocolate'.

As well as their extensive library of film hits, produced over the last 47 years, they continue
to release between six and ten films a year.

 



Their recent hit, 'Khun Pan' is available for licensing worldwide. It tells the story of a police
officer in the time of WWII who is tasked with taking down a corrupt governer on a remote
island. It featuresThailand's biggest star, Ananda Everingham ('Shutter'). 

 

The sequel to the recent box-office
hit is currently in production. Pre-
sales available now. 

15+ broke barriers in Thailand - a
comedy that explores themes of
teenage friendship, first love, and
sexual desire. Sexy without ever
being explicit.
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